Homology requirements for ligation and strand exchange by the FLP recombinase.
The FLP recombinase of the 2-microns plasmid of Saccharomyces cerevisiae belongs to the integrase family whose members form a covalent bond between a conserved tyrosine of the recombinase and the 3'-phosphoryl group at the site of cleavage. Ligation takes place when the 5'-OH generated during the cleavage step attacks the phosphotyrosine bond and reforms a phosphodiester bond. When the incoming 5'-OH is from the partner duplex, strand exchange occurs. The FLP recognition target (FRT) contains two inverted 13-base pair (bp) FLP binding sequences that surround an 8-bp core region. It has been shown that heterology in the core regions of the recombinase FLP recognition target sites can dramatically impair recombination. Therefore, it was of interest to study the homology requirements of the core sequence for FLP-mediated ligation. Using nicked duplex substrates containing mismatches in the core sequence, we have demonstrated that the FLP ligation reaction can tolerate mismatches at all positions in the 8-bp core except the position immediately adjacent to the cleavage site. Using half-FRT substrates that contain a single-stranded core sequence, we showed that 4 base pairs adjacent to the cleavage site in the core are required for FLP to execute ligation with a single-stranded oligonucleotide. FLP is also able to ligate the protruding single strand on a half-FRT site to the opposite strand to form a hairpin. We have studied the effect of the base composition of the protruding 8-nucleotide single strand upon the efficiency of hairpin ligation. These studies revealed the importance of intrastrand complementarity in the formation of hairpin by FLP. Hence we conclude that the homology in the position adjacent to the cleavage site is most important, and the degree of the homology required is dependent on the nature of the ligation assay.